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Presentazione

Con
PREMIUM INVALSI Training vogliamo darti gli strumenti fondamentali per affrontare
la prova di inglese delle nuove Prove Nazionali INVALSI, introdotte dal Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione a
partire dall’anno scolastico 2018-2019.

Materiali
I testi proposti nelle prove di Reading Comprehension coprono due diversi livelli: B1 e B2.
I materiali delle prove di Listening preparano ad affrontare la parte di ascolto offrendoti una gamma di attività
che ti abituano a sviluppare strategie e abilità.
Gli esercizi di Language in Use (che non sono presenti nella prova ufficiale 2019) sono importanti per aiutarti
ad arricchire il lessico, allenarti alla comprensione dei testi, rivedere strutture linguistiche e risolvere dubbi.
Le fonti sono articoli adattati provenienti da riviste online o cartacee, materiali autentici (brochures, pubblicità),
brani letterari o di carattere culturale e scientifico.

Struttura e tipologia di test
PREMIUM INVALSI Training offre 4 test completi che costituiscono la vera e propria
preparazione specialistica. In questa sezione potrai prendere confidenza con le caratteristiche specifiche di ogni
prova e abbassare il livello di insicurezza che può caratterizzare coloro che affrontano test di nuova creazione.

In ogni test ci sono:
• due prove di Reading Comprehension con task diversi (uno B1 e uno B2);
• due prove di Listening Comprehension con task diversi (uno B1 e uno B2).
• una prova di Language in Use (B1 o B2).
Le modalità di task proposte sono le seguenti:
• multiple matching (per le prove di Reading e Listening Comprehension);
• multiple choice (per le prove di Reading, Listening Comprehension e Language in Use);
• short answer questions (per le prove di Reading e Listening Comprehension);
• open cloze (per le prove di Language in Use).
I file audio MP3 sono disponibili online sul sito www.elilaspigaedizioni.it nella sezione dedicata
a smartGrammar Premium.
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1

READING: Multiple matching

B1 Read these five short excerpts about British royal weddings (A-E) and then match them to
sentences 1-8. The first one (0) is an example.

What You Don’t Know
About Royal Weddings
A – Victoria and Albert
Queen Victoria, who married Prince Albert in 1840 at
St. James’s Palace in London, officially introduced the
tradition of wearing a white wedding dress. Victoria
and Albert were also the first to have figures of
the bride and groom on top of their wedding cake.
The two-layer cake was 2.70 metres in diameter and
weighed 136 kilograms.
B – Elizabeth and Philip
Princess Elizabeth married Philip Mountbatten on November 20th, 1947. Even though royal
wedding ceremonies have always been organized very carefully, there was a moment of real
chaos when Elizabeth’s tiara (a small crown) broke on the day of her wedding. The court
jeweller was rushed by police escort to his workroom and repaired it before the bride left
for Westminster Abbey. Elizabeth and Philip received 2,500 wedding presents and 10,000
congratulatory telegrams.
C – Charles and Diana
When Lady Diana Spencer married Prince Charles on July 29th, 1981, at St. Paul’s Cathedral,
the ceremony was attended by 3,500 people and 750 million in 74 countries watched it on
television.
The media attention was so intense surrounding Diana’s dress that the designers had to throw
out fake pieces of different white fabrics each night to get rid of the press. The actual dress was
ivory coloured, and it had the longest train of all royal brides.
She was so nervous that during her wedding vows she called her husband the wrong name!
D – William and Kate
Prince William’s wedding to Kate Middleton was probably the most expensive. Kate’s dress
cost the incredible sum of $343,343. They had two wedding cakes that cost $63,290: in
addition to the traditional white one, William requested a non-traditional cake of his favourite
frozen chocolate biscuits. Despite all the money spent on dresses, cakes and organisation in
general, Kate did her own make-up on her wedding day.
William and Kate’s ceremony on April 29th, 2011 coincided with Arbor Day (a holiday
celebrating trees), so the bride decided to have trees inside Westminster Abbey. The trees were
then planted at Prince Charles’s home.
Kate’s brother, James Middleton, gave his sister and brother-in-law their beloved pet dog,
Lupo, as a wedding present.
4
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E – Harry and Meghan
At 36, Meghan Markle was the oldest royal bride. She
married Prince Harry on 19th May 2018 in St George’s
Chapel at Windsor Castle. Meghan had to be baptised
into the Church of England for the wedding because
she was a Roman Catholic while Harry had to ask for a
royal permission to get married.
The date of the wedding was the same day that Ann
Boleyn, wife of King Henry VIII, was executed in
1536. Not a very lucky anniversary!
It was also a massive internet event: royal wedding viewers shared 3.4 million tweets during the
ceremony. Talking about numbers, 500 organic eggs from Suffolk and 200 Amalfi lemons were used to
make Harry and Meghan’s wedding cake.
Meghan’s veil was not just pretty: it was a tribute to all 53 countries of the Commonwealth. She asked
the designer to represent each nation with a specific flower hand-embroidered onto the veil. The staff had
to wash their hands every 30 minutes while creating the veil to preserve the whiteness of the precious
material they used.

0

If you work for the royal family, sometimes you need to be mischievous.

C
_______

1

This bride was very concerned about the environment even on her wedding day.

_______

2

This bride requested the help of Scotland Yard for her wedding.

_______

3

This bride paid homage to the country that welcomed her as a new member
of the royal family.

_______

4

Stress doesn’t help, especially if you are on television.

_______

5

This couple was the only one who didn’t get married in London.

_______

6

This bride introduced a new fashion trend.

_______

7

At a royal reception, food can be very expensive.

_______

8

You must obey very strict rules even before the royal wedding day.

_______
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1

READING: Short answer questions

B2 Read the text about Freddie Mercury and answer the questions (9-16) with no more than 4
words or numbers. The first one (0) is an example.

God Save Our Gracious ‘Queen’
The real name of Queen’s frontman Freddie Mercury was
Farrokh Bulsara. He was born on the island of Zanzibar
in 1946, but his family, of Persian origin, left for Bombay
when he was very young. He later attended a British
public school and took piano lessons. He was often lonely
and he lived far from his parents, but he loved his school
and was an eager learner. He was attracted by Bombay’s
melting-pot culture, the Indian religion and the city’s
kaleidoscopic musical production, so he soon developed
a creative spirit besides cultivating a marked interest for
rock’n’roll music that was finding ground in India at the
time. However, he had to leave the country because of
political unrest and the whole family moved to England.
He must have felt and looked like an alien there, having
suffered a lot at the beginning, but his extrovert and
eccentric character prevailed and he managed to integrate,
in spite of his setbacks.
In the 1960s, England saw the rise of pop groups like the Beatles and the Rolling Stones. The
glamorous Rolling Stones, in particular, would influence Freddie. But he needed a diploma to
realise his musical dreams, so he convinced his family to let him enrol at the London School
of Art and consequently he rented his own apartment in London to be close to the school.
He took on an extravagant look by wearing flaunting shiny jackets, tight-fitting leggings
and flashy jewels, and he wore his raven-black hair long. He then met Brian May, who was
studying astronomy and physics, and Roger Taylor, who was taking a bachelor’s degree in
biology. Brian was an extraordinary guitarist who had made his legendary Red Special guitar
from scratch, and Roger was a self-taught drummer. Then John Deacon joined them and
they released their first album, Queen, in 1973. But their real masterpiece album, A Night
at the Opera, was not produced until two years later. Its last song, the 5.56-minute-long hit
‘Bohemian Rhapsody’, was the most extravagant piece of music ever produced in the UK.
‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ was an instant success, enduring an incredible nine weeks as the
Number One hit and it is still the third best-selling UK single of all time! The recording of
the song started at Rockfield Studio 1, near Monmouth in Wales. Freddie wanted to compose
an unconventional, experimental, though not 100% revolutionary, piece of music. It took
six weeks to refine the song, which was recorded in six different studios. When the album A
Night at the Opera was launched, it became the most expensive LP in the history of music up
6
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to then. The song is probably the story of someone who ‘killed a man’ and is experiencing
sincere expiation by apologising to his mother. He is being severely judged and he concludes
by saying that ‘Nothing really matters’ to him. The lyrics are indeed quite mysterious but,
after all, rather incidental. It is the music that ‘matters’ and it is made up of unpredictably
bizarre sounds. There are blended vocals, opera parts, piano and guitar solos, ballad refrains,
choruses and the powerful voice of Mercury. It is in fact a theatrical song, full of echoes; it is
sometimes disorientating and desperate, other times marvellous and redemptive. It plays hideand-seek with the listener and it undoubtedly contains confidential messages, like words from
the Koran or references to May’s studies (‘Galileo’) and Freddie’s own past (‘I’m just a poor
boy and nobody loves me’). Whatever he wanted to say, he succeeded in getting generations
of people to listen to this song.
So, what are you waiting for? Go and let yourself be mesmerised by the fascination of
‘Bohemian Rhapsody’. Freddie would appreciate it, wherever he is now.

0

Was Freddie Mercury born in Africa?

Yes, he was.
________________________

9

Which phrase in the text indicates that he
really liked studying?

________________________

10

What exactly caused him to move to England?

________________________

11

What feature of his hair made him look extravagant?

________________________

12

Brian May made his Red Special Guitar ‘from
scratch’? Does this mean that he adapted it or that he
built it?

________________________

13

When was ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ released?

________________________

14

Does the writer say that A Night at the Opera is the
most expensive album ever released?

________________________

15

Who does the protagonist of the song ‘Bohemian
Rhapsody’ say he is sorry to?

________________________

16

Write the four contrasting adjectives that the writer
uses to describe the song.

________________________
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LISTENING: Multiple-choice questions

B1

T 1 Today is Peter’s first day in a new school. Listen to the conversation with his mother.
Choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) for questions 17-24. Only one answer is correct. You will
hear the recording twice. The first one (0) is an example.

First Day at School
0

Peter’s mum is...
		A c happy.
		B c anxious.
		C c indifferent.
		D c sad.

17

Why does Peter refuse the food his mother has prepared for him?
		A c Because he doesn’t need it.
		B c Because he doesn’t like it.
		C c Because it’s too much.
		D c Because he has already prepared something to eat.

18

What does Peter think of food at school?
		A c He likes it.
		B c He thinks it’s rubbish.
		C c He can’t wait to try it.
		D c He doesn’t mind.

19

Peter’s mum wants him to be...
		A c popular.
		B c on his own.
		C c relaxed.
		D c careful.
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20

Peter’s mum is concerned about...
		A c his marks.
		B c the people he may meet.
		C c his projects.
		D c his studies.

21

Peter’s mum would like his teachers to be...
		A c interesting.
		B c well prepared.
		C c strict.
		D c tolerant.

22

What is the problem with books?
		A c There are no places to leave them.
		B c There are too many.
		C c He doesn’t know where to find them.
		D c They don’t fit in the backpack.

23

In the last part of the conversation Peter is...
		A c ironic.
		B c angry.
		C c sad.
		D c excited.

24

Peter thinks that his mum is...
		A c kind.
		B c very helpful.
		C c over-concerned.
		D c caring.

9
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LISTENING: Multiple matching

B2 T 2 Listen to these four people talking about the Barbie world. Select the correct speaker
(A-D) to answer the questions (25-32). You will hear the recording twice. The first one (0) is an
example.

In a Barbie World
Which speaker...

10

0

mentions buying Barbies online?

D
_______

25

thinks that Barbie corresponds to an ideal woman?

_______

26

makes a comparison between the Barbie of the past and the Barbie of the
present?

_______

27

mentions Barbie’s possible professions?

_______

28

is critical of the Barbie doll?

_______

29

mentions the way in which he started his interest in the Barbie world?

_______

30

appreciates the fact that it is a doll which stimulates creativity?

_______

31

mentions the precision with which Barbies are arranged by type?

_______

32

explains that a rare Barbie should be sold with all its accessories?

_______

LANGUAGE IN USE: Open cloze

1

B1 Fill in the gaps (33-40) with the word that best fits. The first one (0) is an example.

Pubs
Everywhere (0) _____________
Britain you can find ‘public
in
houses’ or ‘pubs’. Visiting one of them is the (33) _____________
popular free-time activity among adults in Britain. Pubs are more
(34) _____________ places to have a beer. They are unique social
centres, very often they are the focus of community life. Since the
law has changed, pubs are now places where the whole family can
spend an evening out.
Many pubs also provide rooms and accommodation. In remote country
areas some pubs even act as the local post (35) _____________
Even though the name ‘pub’ dates back to the reign of Henry VII,
it was the Romans who first brought pubs to England. Two (36)
_____________ years ago in towns all over Britain, Roman taverns
served food and wine.
When the Romans left, the tavern adapted to the new customers: in the centuries that
followed, other invaders came and went. One thing all invaders had in common was their love
(37) _____________ drinking.
Each pub has a name and many pubs have the same name. For example, there are more than 300 pubs
(38) _____________ the Red Lion.
Pubs of the 19th century, even relatively small ones, were usually divided into several rooms and bars
in order to serve different types and classes of customers. In today’s ‘open-plan’ society, such walls
have (39) _____________ removed, and now anyone and everyone is welcome in the great British
pub. So welcome, in fact, that almost one in four Britons will now meet their future husband or (40)
_____________ in a pub!
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READING: Multiple matching

B1 Read the text about Charles Darwin’s trip on the Beagle. Match each sentence (A-K) with the
right gap (1-8). There are two extra sentences. The first one (0) is an example.

The Trip on the Beagle
In December 1831, the Beagle, an English research ship,
set sail (0) _______
K . This ship was quite an ordinary ship,
but on this trip she carried the (1) _______. Nobody could
predict this voyage would start a revolution in scientific
thought that would radically change (2) _______ today.
During this trip, Darwin collected and observed specimens,
read books, but especially noticed (3) _______. To him,
every single find was a new piece in the great world’s
puzzle and this kept him involved for many years after.
As he travelled, Darwin was amazed by the huge variety
of animals and plants that inhabited the planet: one
single day’s work in a Brazilian rainforest provided
more than 70 different species of beetles! A huge
number then, although today (4) _______! Darwin
wanted to discover how this diversity of life came to be.
He also noticed that very unusual species must have followed one another on the planet: the fossils
he collected resembled monstrous creatures. There was no living individual like them around!
Today, in fact, (5) _______ that have ever lived are now extinct. And if that is correct, hundreds of
millions of species have appeared, lived on the planet and then totally disappeared. Why so many
and why so different?
Darwin then noticed that every species adapted to the environment they lived in: physical and
behavioural characteristics were combined to enable them to catch food, resist hard conditions, or
reproduce. And some managed better than others. The word (6) _______ which enable organisms
to survive is ‘adaptation’, and ‘fitness’ is the ability of an individual to successfully pass on genes
to its children.
In particular, of all the places that Darwin visited on that trip, he was attracted by a very
peculiar group of islands 1,000 km west of South America, the Galapagos. Some of these
small islands were dry, almost barren, and very hot. However, a rich variety of wildlife lived
on them, including giant tortoises, rare species of birds and marine iguanas. At first, Darwin
noticed an odd variety of beak shapes among the birds and he observed that the shell shape
of the tortoises was distinctly different from island to island. He therefore (7) _______ the
struggle for existence had selected the fittest individuals who then had survived and reproduced
more often than the individuals not so well-suited. Today, (8) _______ disease-causing bacteria
become resistant to antibiotics and why insects develop resistance to some pesticides.

12
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A

scientists use to describe the traits

_______

B

scientists discuss about the causes of living diversity

_______

C

scientists estimate them in terms of millions

_______

D

scientists believe that 99.9 percent of all species

_______

E

scientists see the principles of evolution as some of the reasons why

_______

F

deduced that generation after generation

_______

G

things other scientists had missed

_______

H

the way scientists look at life

_______

I

some scientists adjust their beliefs to

_______

J

then almost unknown Charles Darwin

_______

K

for a 5-year voyage around the world

O
_______
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READING: Multiple matching

B2 Read the text about fantasy literature. Select the correct description (9-16) to match the
speakers (A-E). The first one (0) is an example.

Contemporary Fantasy Literature
A – Can fantasy literature be formative? It certainly can. The American fantasy writer Ursula
K. Le Guin explored totally new grounds in her illustrated Earthsea Saga: her non-stereotyped
heroes defy from the start. The Wizard Ged is dark-skinned and his quest is a psychological
journey of the self, certainly not easy stuff for under-12s. Her heroines are subversive, too:
they get recognition for their invisible work at home, for feeding the children and taking
care of the sick, more meaningful actions than being rescued by a knight. The saga overturns
conventional myths: old men are not wise, witches are tender-hearted, dragons are judicious
and good rarely triumphs over evil. Le Guin dreamed of a fantasy world as gender-equal and
consoling, but never illusory.
B – Can a fantasy writer be realist? The British author Alan Garner could well be. He stands
out as an author who combines reality and myth: no Middle Earth and no Narnia. The setting
of his celebrated novel Elidor is urban Manchester. Often ill in his childhood, Garner lived
parallel realities while bedridden for long periods, and this comes out in the book. Entering
the ceiling or crossing the wall means visiting ‘the other world’ (Elidor) on a heroic quest
which inevitably leads back to the squalid reality of the urban slums. The holy objects that
the heroes (four children) found in Elidor are brought back to this world and dug down into
a hole in the garden. No way back to the magic world: the present is here and now.
C – Is there still any room for folklore in fantasy literature? It appears so, if we read Mary
Watson’s debut novel, The Wren Hunt, which is imbued with Irish legends, among circles of
standing stones or in woods. It is the eerie story of a girl called Wren whose ominous destiny
is to be hunted in the forest, like the bird of the same name. Her pursuers are modern druids
and she is torn between two magical factions, in a spell-bound battle for survival. This is
folklore for young adult readers who love contemporary stories with a little bit of an ancient
taste: there is room for betrayal, ancient grudges, stoicism and romance. As emotional as a
modern teenager and as mysterious as a heroine of the past, Wren will finally find her own
dimension in the Irish village of Kilshamble.
D – You may think horror has no role in fantasy literature for YA. No way. Melissa Albert’s
fantasy novel The Hazel Wood, whose title deceivingly suggests an idyllic setting, proves the
contrary. Like Carroll’s Alice in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, the Alice of this book
has to find the portal that will lead her to the Hazel Wood fantasy world. And what she finds
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is a frightening stay-away wood where nightmares come true and landscapes are unfamiliar,
unexplored and decidedly hostile. And the story draws from children’s fairy tales, where
horror is just hinted at and haunting atmospheres are only suggested. The Hazel Wood has
no speaking animals, no true love’s saving kiss nor a ‘happily ever after’ conclusion; it is an
eerie sinister tale about the coming of age.
E – Are robots part of the fantasy world? In Tin, a YA novel by Pádraig Kenny, it is possible
to make friends with robotic children and face danger together. A robot can have a heart,
although it is made of tin, especially when this equates courage and loyalty. Although the
novel deals with artificial intelligence and the protagonists are robots, the novel is a delicate,
touching reflection upon what it really means to be human.

Identify the extract in which…
0

The author’s life influenced the author’s books.

B
_______

9

The ultimate purpose of the novel is exploring the meaning
of being human.

_______

10

The protagonist(s) must retrieve something from the magic land.

_______

11

A novel is more of a story for adults than for children.

_______

12

The present and a mythical past coexist.

_______

13

The protagonist’s name is connected with an animal.

_______

14

The readers’ expectations of genre are betrayed by the setting.

_______

15

The author deals with becoming an adult.

_______

16

The title of the story refers to a material which is connected
with one of the protagonists.

_______
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LISTENING: Information completion

B1

T 3 Martha and Larry, a young American couple, go to a travel agency to book their
honeymoon. Listen to their conversation with the travel agent and fill in the chart with the missing
information (17-24). You will hear the recording twice. The first one (0) is an example.

Three Really Cheap Holiday Destinations

WHY

WHERE TO GO

NOTES

Beaches ,
(0) _______
Sri Lanka culture or
wildlife

• Luxury hotels:
• $ (17) _______
a night
• Hostels: $20 a day

• Anuradhapura
• Habarana Lake

• Not many
(18) _______
• No crowds

Unspoiled
Vietnam (19) _______
destination

$25 a day (food and
(20) _______
included)

• Hanoi or Ho Chi
Minh City
• Serene and silent
(21) _______

(22) _______
destination

• Rooms: $20
• (23) _______ : $5

• Budapest
• Northern hills,
where you can
hike, and swim in
the crystal clear
lakes

(24) _______
for public
transport
throughout the
country

Hungary Architecture

16
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LISTENING: Multiple matching

2

B2 T 4 Listen to these four people talking about some special animals. Select the correct speaker
(A-D) to answer the questions (25-32). You will hear the recording twice. The first one (0) is an example.

Not Exactly Pets!
Which speaker...
0

mentions the risks the animal runs on land?

_______
D

25

mentions the fact that people consider him to be insane because
he approaches this animal in a dangerous way?

_______

26

explains why some deaths cannot be prevented?

_______

27

makes a distinction between the meaning of two words?

_______

28

says he tends to trust these animals?

_______

29

praises the animal’s exceptional physical features and skills?

_______

30

says that these animals are precious for medical treatment?

_______

31

gives suggestions about what to do to avoid risks?

_______

32

says the size of this animal limits its harmful potential towards human
beings?

_______
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LANGUAGE IN USE: Multiple choice

B1 Read the text and choose the correct option (A, B, C or D) to fill in the blanks (33-40).
The first one (0) is an example.

The Philosophy Behind ‘Living Green’
People buy hybrid cars because they are ‘symbols of
their green identity’. Anthropologists think that buying
less about saving money than
a hybrid car is (0) _______
about expressing who you are. For (33) _______ hybrid
owners the goal is to produce (34) _______ emissions,
to reduce damage to the environment and specially to
let everybody else know that they have made a choice, a
deliberate choice to be ‘green’. These people want to be
seen as (35) _______ who is seriously concerned about
the world around them and they want other people to see what they have done.
Similar motivations have been found in the people
who go for solar power. They are motivated by a
sincere interest in sustainability and the wish to make a
statement from the top of their roofs. These enthusiasts
are likely to (36) _______ motivated by safeguarding
the environment and possibly by persuading their fellow
citizens to change their lifestyles.
What about the clothes we have on? ‘Green’ clothing
– a sort of extension of our bodies and our souls – are
on the rise. Hemp dresses, bamboo shirts, organiccashmere cardigans seem expensive if compared to
other apparel. But eco-chic consumers (37) _______
see it that way: they desire clothes to (38) _______ and
reflect their lifestyles. The price is secondary.
Among these visionary neo-greens, there are some idealistic architects who dream of perfectlyinsulated, resource-efficient eco-buildings. (39) _______ the ethical duty of defending the
environment and preserving natural resources, these eco-towers are also more functional and
efficient and (40) _______ a better living space.

18
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0
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

A c more
A c a lot
A c less

B c less
B c much
B c a few

C c few
C c most
C c many

D c much
D c none
D c fewer

A c somebody
A c being
A c should not

B c anybody
B c be
B c didn’t

C c everybody
C c have
C c were not able

D c nobody
D c had
D c don’t

A c accord
A c Moreover
A c furnish

B c adapt
B c However
B c give

C c coincide
C c Besides
C c empower

D c match
D c Together
D c provide

19
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READING: Short answer questions

B1 Read the text and answer the questions (1-8) with no more than 4 words or numbers. The
first one (0) is an example.

The Woman That Gave Her Voice to Siri
Anyone who used an early iPhone knows her
voice. She tells you what the weather is going
to be like, where to find a good slice of pizza,
whose birthday it is today, and the answer
to nearly every absurd question you can ask
her. She is Siri, Apple’s voice-activated virtual
‘assistant’. But she is also Susan Bennett. She is
the original female voice of Siri, which debuted
on the iPhone 4 in 2011.
Before that, she was mostly singing. ‘I started singing jingles, commercials and leads for, you
know, radio and TV commercials,’ Susan says. Then one day, it happened. One of the voice
actors didn’t show up at the recording studio to read the copy. Susan was asked to substitute
him. From that moment, she started a new career.
But still, Susan did not expect to find her way onto your phone. Apple did not hire her, and
she did not audition for the role. In fact, she had no idea what her voice would be used for. In
2005, she was simply making recordings for a text-to-speech company.‘For four hours every
day, I used to read nonsensical phrases and sentences that were created by programmers. The
sentences were created only to get every sound combination possible in the language,’ Susan
says. Because they were created for sound and not content, the sentences could be very strange
– for example, ‘cow hoist in the tub today’ or ‘fasa ask fasa ask fuzzy.’ After the recordings
were done, the programmers extracted vowels, consonants, syllables and diphthongs. ‘It’s a
process called concatenation,’ Susan says. ‘They go in and take sounds and then form them
back together into new phrases and sentences.’And that is how Siri was developed – based on
recording sessions Susan Bennett did. That is also how voices like Susan’s are used in digital
devices like GPS and telephone systems.
How did Susan feel about being the voice of Siri?
‘Siri has been a huge and very positive life lesson for me because I had to face certain
insecurities and certain fears. I’m basically an introvert. I am a very private person. And so,
I thought, “Oh, do I want to be this person that’s on everybody’s device all over the world?”
And I thought, “Well you don’t really have a choice”. I had to accept it and find a way to look
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at this as a positive event in my life.’Her solution, she says, is to embrace her ‘Siri voice’.
‘When I go out and do speaker events and tech conferences, I don’t have to convince anybody.
People already love Siri, and so I can just be Siri or a Siri representative.’
Susan says that you must have certain skills to be a voice actor. ‘You need to be able to
read well and to read within a certain amount of time. You also have to be able to read fast
sometimes, because they like to put many more words into 60 seconds than you would think.’
For her, voiceover work came very naturally: it was an extension of singing.
Even though Apple stopped using Bennett’s voice in 2013, her unique rhythm and sound
remain an iconic feature _ not just of early iPhones, but of the interesting challenge to create
meaningful conversations between human and machine.
Adapted from www.voanews.com

0

What device is associated with Siri?

________________________
iPhone

1

How would you describe Siri?

________________________

2

Who did Susan take the place of while she was
singing jingles?

________________________

3

Who did she work for in 2005?

________________________

4

What parts of Susan’s recordings did the
programmers use?

________________________

5

Was Susan’s voice used for other devices?

________________________

6

How does Susan describe herself?

________________________

7

How do people react when she gives speeches?

________________________

8

What words does she use to describe her voiceover
work?

________________________
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READING: Multiple matching

B2 Read the text about remixing and complete it with the sentences below. Match each sentence A-J
with the right gap (9-16). There is one extra sentence. The first one (0) is an example.

Remixing Music
What exactly is remixing? It is basically the fusion of three actions: copying, transforming and combining,
(0) _______
A . The result is a new song, which includes elements of old songs. Many great singers, even the
Nobel Prize winner Bob Dylan, borrowed melodies from other artists, in some cases as many as two thirds
of the melodies! This is pretty frequent among folk singers, because they believe that (9) _______ to a song,
giving less importance to the melody.
Some may speak of this as being plagiarism, but if we consider any work produced by man, (10) _______ on
the basis of some preceding grounds, certainly not out of nowhere. T.S. Eliot assembled Dante, Baudelaire
and Shakespeare, just to quote the most relevant ones, and the modern wheel was developed upon ancient
stone wheels. This is what progress is all about. Steve Jobs patented the iPad multi-touch screen technology,
but (11) _______ in the 1980s. We may safely say that remixing is everywhere and (12) _______ anyone.
But… if (13) _______ or your work that are being remixed, well, in that case, things are different. We consider
our production to be our property and for this reason we see (14) _______ when someone else takes
inspiration, or ‘steals’ it, as some would say, from us. But music is the result of seven notes (twelve if we
consider the chromatic scale) and when music is as straightforward and uncomplicated as today’s music,
(15) _______ an artist voluntarily or involuntarily comes across someone else’s production.
With the potential of today’s technology, even the most complex sound structure can be re-arranged and
the most famous songs have been remixed over and over again, giving birth to various different versions,
some of which are often better than the original ones. The purpose of remixing music nowadays is to be
deliberately inauthentic and derivative, without having any claim to originality and authority. Indeed,
(16) _______ that is based upon the fact that people like a song to such an extent that it becomes
eternal, whether it is in its original form or has been remixed into a newer version.
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A

with a little bit of imagination and creativity

O
_______

B

it had already been invented

_______

C

it is the lyrics that is central

_______

D

it is not remixed

_______

E

it is you

_______

F

it has been created

_______

G

it is inevitable that

_______

H

it is an evolution

_______

I

it as a personal loss

_______

J

it should not harm

_______

LISTENING: Multiple matching

3

B1

T 5 Listen to these five people talking about strange places in the world. Select the
correct speaker (A-E) to match the descriptions (17-24). You will hear the recording twice.
The first one (0) is an example.

Curiosities from Around The World
0

The speaker reports a phenomenon he/she heard of at school.

_______
A

17

The speaker was on the spot.

_______

18

The speaker mentions a type of curiosity that is not rare.

_______

19

The speaker is talking about a geographical area where the past influences
the present.

_______

20

The speaker mentions a place where sweet products are exhibited.

_______

21

The speaker makes a daring scientific guess about the origins of the
phenomenon.

_______

22

The speaker mentions exactly when the phenomenon took place.

_______

23

The speaker mentions an unexpected surprise you’ll see when you go to the
place.

_______

24

The speaker is reporting a curious occurrence in the sky.

_______
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LISTENING: Multiple matching

B2 T 6 Listen to an expert talking about decluttering. Answer questions (25-32) with no more
than 4 words or numbers. You will hear the recording twice. The first one (0) is an example.

Decluttering

24

0

What does the speaker recommend doing with
everything which is extra?

Disposing of it.
________________________

25

What positive effect can decluttering favour, besides
saving time and space?

________________________

26

What percentage of our wardrobe does the speaker say
we do not wear?

________________________

27

What does the speaker say hoarding has become in the
USA?

________________________

28

What is the expression that the speaker employs
to indicate ‘reorganising space’?

________________________

29

What is the first step to start decluttering?

________________________

30

Where can you sell some of your selected items, besides
selling them on the Net?

________________________

31

What is the name of the meeting you can organise with
your friends to give items a second chance?

________________________

32

What may be difficult about the past in this process?

________________________

LANGUAGE IN USE: Multiple choice

3

B2 Read this text and choose the correct option (A, B, C, or D) to fill in the blanks (33-40).
The first one (0) is an example.

The Future of Flying
Who has never experienced losing their luggage, arriving at the airport
too late or being affected by an airline strike? If you are stuck in traffic
miss your flight wouldn’t it be perfect if the
and destined to (0) _______
airline could locate you, book the next flight, have a taxi wait for you on
(33) _______ at your destination and automatically modify the checkingin time at your hotel? And when you have arrived at your destination, what
if an app enabled you to track your luggage (34) _______ it is, at any time? All this would eliminate many
of the frustrations that people might experience when travelling and would make the trip (35) _______ more
pleasant.
Another example of a flying improvement is connected to the way people (36) _______ their flights
online. Travellers can find the lowest airline fare today, but how wonderful it would be if they could receive
suggestions directly from the airline companies regarding travel itineraries that would best suit their
(37) _______ and preferences, even before they started planning their trip! If that (38) _______ possible,
it would be a real innovation. When on board the plane, the airline could customise a series of services
and items over the coming decade to best suit a person’s tastes as well as affordability, such as offering a
vegetarian meal, a favourite drink or an empty seat next to one’s own.
A possible development that is being studied is the surprise journey, a tailor-made trip specially arranged for
you which includes everything you like. Another future improvement that is going to speed up and simplify
all procedures: travellers will be able to book their flights by clicking on their mobiles, so there will be no
need for checking-in and they will be told exactly where to go (39) _______ they are at the airport. To
enhance the travelling experience, travellers will be given the opportunity to start watching a film while they
are waiting in the lounge and continue with the same film when on board, where they will also find their
favourite online magazine already uploaded. In the future, your seat will be much more ergonomic, and
sensors will alert the crew if there are problems of any kind. It is only a matter of time before innovation will
astonish us with unimaginable great ideas, some of which involve the environment, like using only biofuel
or drastically reducing the aircraft noise (40) _______ .
A c miss
A c arrive
A c when

B c lose
B c arrival
B c whenever

C c wear
C c accomplish
C c anyway

D c forget
D c incoming
D c wherever

A c far
A c to choose
A c will

B c many
B c choice
B c wanting

C c very
C c choose
C c lack

D c little
D c chose
D c needs

39

A c will be
A c to

B c were
B c in

C c would be
C c once

D c has been
D c in case

40

A c exit

B c rumors

C c footprint

D c remains

0
33
34
35
36
37
38
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READING: Multiple matching

B1 Read the article about Honduras and complete it with the sentences below. Match each sentence
(A-J) with the right gap (1-8). There is one extra sentence. The first one (0) is an example.

Honduras: A Cheap and Unforgettable Holiday Destination
A diverse country
honduras is incredibly variegated despite the fact that it is a small country: it has tropical Central
American rainforests, lovely Spanish colonial cities, the magnificent archaeological site of Copan
Ruinas, the best Caribbean beaches in Central America and splendid barrier reefs in the Bay
Islands. Best of all, (0) _______
A and easy to get from one to the other.
Gorgeous Honduras has some problems with its public image thanks to its often-reported episodes
of crime, but visitors will tell you that the real situation couldn’t be more different from what is
heard in the media, and (1) _______ with a corner of Central America that is frequently ignored.
A cheap destination
Since traveller numbers are low, (2) _______ and this works to your advantage. Honduras is not
an expensive country, so you can easily pay only US$25 per day for food and accommodation.
Buses are cheap and generally comfortable, and you can get particularly good prices for activities
and tours. This means that many people planning simply to pass through Honduras (3)_______!
Perhaps one of the biggest values that Honduras has as a travel destination is its population.
Catrachos, the nickname of Hondurans, are friendly and hospitable people who will do their best
to help you; (4) _______ . Believe it or not, Honduras has the largest English-speaking population
in Central America. This means that it will be easier for you to communicate in English when in
Honduras.
Fascinating history, incredible sea and great fun
honduras has the charm of Central America and the beauty of the Caribbean.
The Mayan Archaeological site of Copan is the most studied and understood of all Mayan city
states, and offers the possibility of touring the site with scientific information regarding this preColombian city, (5) _______ that we know of! Copan, by the way, is also a World Heritage Site declared
by UNESCO!
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For decades, the Bay Islands, and Utila in particular, have been the cheapest place to learn to dive in the
Americas. You can easily see blooming coral reefs, sea turtles and even whale sharks, and non-divers can
have fun with outstanding snorkelling opportunities.
Utila is also the best place for young people to have fun in bars and restaurants and have parties on the
beach in private houses and even (6) _______ !
Finally, on the Eastern end of the Bay Islands Archipelago you will find the Island of Guanaja. Columbus
himself landed in Guanaja back in 1502, during his fourth and last voyage to the ‘Indies’. With no roads
on the island, (7) _______
Extreme sports
In Honduras you have a wide choice of extreme sports, such as white water rafting down the sublime Río
Cangrejal whose rapids are the most exciting and challenging you will find in Central America. There are
also two excellent zip-lining opportunities available, one in the mountainous landscapes of La Campa, a
small town near Gracias, and another (8) _______ In the Bay Islands you can also try freediving (diving
while holding your breath).
So, what are you waiting for? Buy a ticket to Tegucigalpa, the capital of Honduras, and enjoy this cheap
and enchanting country on the Caribbean Sea.
A

these places are all close

0
_______

B

the only way to get around is by boat

_______

C

everything is slow and easy

_______

D

home to the most advanced Native American civilisation

_______

E

over the jungle near La Ceiba

_______

F

their genuine smiles will make you feel welcome

_______

G

most travellers fall in love

_______

H

decide to stay for weeks

_______

I

competition between agencies and hotels is high

_______

J

in a tree house

_______
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READING: Short open answers

B2 Read the text and answer the questions (9-16) with no more than 4 words or numbers. The
first one (0) is an example.

Up in Harlem
Although this is poorly documented, there seems to have been many European explorers
arriving in Harlem, New York City, in the sixteenth century. There was certainly a Dutch
farming settlement in the seventeenth century and Harlem became a destination for Jewish
and Italian immigrants in the nineteenth. The area, which today is called Spanish Harlem, was
mostly Italian and, contrarily to what is commonly believed, African-Americans arrived much
earlier. They had already settled in uptown-Harlem in 1630, before the Civil War, with schools
and churches. Harlem was and has always been a racially diverse neighbourhood.
Harlem was originally named Niew Haarlem, after the city of Haarlem in the Netherlands.
These two cities share a name and a piece of history as the city was founded by Dutch settlers;
when the British took government in 1664, they changed the name to Lancaster, and this
remained its name until the Revolutionary War, but it never really stuck, so they anglicized
the original one to Harlem. The neighbourhood Harlem did not officially become part of New
York City until 1873, not much before Brooklyn became part of the city.
It is difficult to say where Harlem begins and ends, even though there is a saying in New York
that ‘wherever black people live uptown, that’s Harlem’. The very first American victory
against the English was fought here. Washington described it as a small skirmish, but it was
a very important psychological victory, the first by the Americans over the colonial power.
Harlem is also remembered for its famous inhabitants: Edgar Allan Poe lived there, Charles
Dickens visited. It was a tourist destination because of its natural beauties; away from the
contemporary dirt, squalor and epidemics of downtown New York City, people would go to
green Harlem. It became predominantly black in the 1920s and a cultural centre: jazz bars,
nightclubs, theatres, with mostly black entertainers and a white public. This was the Harlem
Renaissance with a huge number of extraordinarily talented poets, musicians and painters who
rose to prominence in American culture.
The Great Depression hit Harlem very hard and the whole community suffered for decades.
Today there have been significant attempts to change things in Harlem. Not just a new
contemporary restaurant culture but genuine social and economic development. The ‘Harlem
Children’s Project’, for example, has been attempting to combat poverty and help Harlem
thrive, thanks to innovative programs of education, prevention, health, housing and recreation.
The organizers are proud to say that they brought fresh fruit to children who ‘had never seen
a fresh peach in their lives’.
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0

Do we have a lot of information about the origins of
Harlem?

No, we don’t.
________________________

9

Who settled first in Harlem?

________________________

10

Who settled together with Italians?

________________________

11

Who anglicized Haarlem to Harlem?

________________________

12

Where did the first victory against the British take
place?

________________________

13

Why was Harlem considered a tourist destination?

________________________

14

What is the name of the cultural revival of the 1920s?

________________________

15

What stopped the cultural prosperity of Harlem?

________________________

16

What is the primary purpose of the “Harlem
Children’s Project”?

________________________
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LISTENING: Multiple matching

B1 T 7 Listen to four announcements in a train station. Write the right letter (A-D) beside the
statements (17-24). You can match the same announcement more than once. You will hear the
recording twice. The first one (0) is an example.

Train Announcements

30

0

This train goes to central London.

B
_______

17

First Class is not at the front of this train.

_______

18

Information about this train has been changed.

_______

19

The train company needs to apologize.

_______

20

The station administration is concerned about passengers’ personal safety.

_______

21

This train is leaving very soon.

_______

22

On this train you can buy food.

_______

23

This train is not on time.

_______

24

If you want to leave at about 4 o’clock, take this train.

_______

LISTENING: Short answer questions

4

B2 T 8 Listen to a magician talking about some tricks to confound the audience. Answer
questions 25-32 with no more than 4 words. You will hear the recording twice. The first one (0) is
an example.

Magic and Illusion
0

What does the magician say his tricks do
to the eye?

They deceive the eye.
________________________

25

What has our brain slowly developed?

________________________

26

What do the mechanisms of seeing and speaking have
in common?

________________________

27

What do magicians make our eyes
believe?

________________________

28

Which hand appears to be carrying the
coin in the illusionist’s trick?

________________________

29

What does the speaker call the area that is invisible to
our eyes?

________________________

30

What is the brain trained to do?

________________________

31

What becomes almost impossible when
our attention is diverted?

________________________

32

What is the public convinced of?

________________________
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LANGUAGE IN USE: Multiple choice

B2 Read this text about things to do at home to combat boredom and choose the correct option
(A, B, C or D) to fill in the blanks (33-40). The first (0) is an example.

What to Do at Home Instead of Zapping on the Sofa
If you are at home and do not know what to do, why don’t you follow our suggestions and try these useful and interesting activities?
ZENTANGLE – it is a new word that refers to an old (0) _________ where
you create repetitive patterns by drawing lines and shapes on a piece of paper.
pastime special tools are needed to become a Zentangle artist: use a
(33) _________
normal black-ink pen and draw your doodle within a square, which you are going
to fill up in black. The purpose is to release you creativity, get lost in your creations and relax.
DECOUPAGE – find a pair of small, (34) _________ scissors and cut out the pictures you like from
wrapping paper, wallpaper, magazines, greeting cards or paper napkins. Then buy some very good
découpage (35) _________ , even better if it is water-based: you can use it to stick your pictures on the
object you have selected, which can be a box, a tray, a lamp, furniture, frames. You can wipe away what is
in excess with a soft sponge, which you can find in any crafts shop. You can embellish practically anything!
READING – this is the best solution against getting bored. Read your favourite book and let yourself be
entertained by it, because mental stimulation helps to beat (36) _________ boredom. Emily Dickinson once
said that there is no frigate like a book to take us away. It may be a novel, science fiction, a biography, a
history book, what matters is that you get hooked on the text. If you (37) _________ feel bored it means that
the book you chose is not the right one for you, so get another one.
COOKING – time spent cooking may be salutary, even for men. This hobby can eliminate stress because
it is basically an activity that activates all your senses: touch, smell, sight, (38) _________ . and taste. You
can easily forget your problems, concentrate upon more pleasurable things and invent delicious recipes for
enticing food. Whether you bake a cake or make a simple (39) _________ salad, you will realise that you
are smiling when you are in the kitchen!
If none of these tips defeats your feeling of boredom, we want to remind you that boredom is not as negative
as we might (40) _________ When we admit that we are bored, we can lean in to it, feel it and savour the
privilege of not doing anything for a while. In the end, nowadays, it can be seen as a luxury.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
32

A c habit
A c Very
A c acute

B c pastime
B c Some
B c acuminous

C c use
C c No
C c sharp

D c entertainment
D c Many
D c acuminate

A c glue
A c on		

B c plaster
B c about

C c gum
C c up

D c clay
D c back

A c already
A c hear
A c fruit

B c still
B c heard
B c dressing

C c just
C c earing
C c assorted

D c definitely
D c hearing
D c grassy

A c think

B c believing

C c thinking

D c understand

